equal rate constants) would suggest that the number of steps underlying R* shutoff might be about six (obtained as 0.4 Ϫ2 ; see Discussion). However, that calculation ignores the possibility of feedback onto R* lifetime (e.g., by Ca 2ϩ , as suggested by our results with BAPTA), and 
and are fairly well separated from a group of single variability, with a coefficient of variation (ϭ standard photon events. We presume that the four largest traces deviation/mean) of 0.2, and they reported that the represent multiple photon hits. In Figure 1B , the histoshapes of the individual responses were very similar to gram of response amplitudes for the entire set of trials the shape of the mean response. Subsequently, Schnapf (measured at the time to peak of the ensemble mean) (1983), Schneeweis and Schnapf (1995) , and Baylor demonstrates obvious quantization, as expected for (1996) have investigated the variability in response kinetthe discrete nature of light absorption, and as found ics and, based mainly on analysis of the ensemble varipreviously (Baylor et al., 1979 (Baylor et al., , 1984 Schnapf, 1983 ; ance, have concluded that the single photon responses Schneeweis and Schnapf, 1995; Baylor, 1996 ; Rieke and exhibit very little variation in shape. Most recently, Rieke Baylor, 1998). We shall refer to the single photon reand Baylor (1998) have conducted an extensive investisponses as "singletons." gation of toad rod responses. Although they observed
In earlier studies, one of the main lines of evidence variability in the shape of the single photon responses, for the occurrence of a stereotypical waveform was the they interpreted the degree of reproducibility to imply finding that the time course of the ensemble variance, that the termination of R* activity is likely to involve a 2 (t), is closely similar to the shape of the square of series of 10-20 unidentified transitions within the rhothe ensemble mean response, 2 (t) (Schnapf, 1983; dopsin molecule.
Schneeweis and Schnapf, 1995; Rieke and Baylor, In this study, we also have examined the responses 1998). Figure 1D shows that we find the same result, with of toad rods to single photons, and we have found vari-2 (t) exhibiting a shape very similar to 2 (t). However, we ability closely resembling that observed by Rieke and differ from previous work in proposing that this finding Baylor (1998) . But when we analyze the recordings using does not provide strong evidence for reproducibility. a molecular model of transduction that explicitly inAlthough the occurrence of a stereotypical response cludes the R* "lifetime," we find that in different trials, waveform would always lead to a common shape for the extracted lifetime exhibits a moderately large coeffi-2 (t) and 2 (t), the converse inference cannot be drawn. cient of variation of about 0.4. From this value, a simplisFor dim flashes, the variance is overwhelmingly domitic model (in which inactivation stages have fixed and nated by the quantal nature of light (i.e., by the squared error between the ensemble mean and the failures), so tend to rise along a common curve (because they have In an ideal, noise-free experiment, simple visual inspecbeen selected to do so), yet they differ in amplitude, in tion of the raw events ought to indicate whether the time to peak, in final recovery, and in area. In Figure 2B , singleton waveform is stereotypical, but in real experiwe have averaged the colored groups of traces from ments ( Figure 1A ), the occurrence of noise meant that Figure 2A . These averaged traces confirm the trend that visual inspection did not provide a completely clear-cut is apparent in the noisy raw traces-the responses apanswer. But in viewing the raw responses, we gained pear to break away from one another at different times, the impression that there was greater variation in the so that there is a marked tendency for larger responses recovery phase than in the onset phase, and we susto exhibit a later peak and a later final recovery. The pected that variations in the gain of transduction might earliest time at which the traces begin to "peel away" be camouflaging variations in the kinetics of recovery. from a common curve is about 0.8 s. We therefore devised a test to examine the kinetics, Classification of Responses independent of any differences of gain in the early rising One potential criticism of the analysis in Figure 2A is . If the singletons all exhibited identical shape and might have arisen from the procedure of choosing revaried only in amplitude, then we would expect this sponses that matched the unity scaling of the mean parameter (which we term the "integral time," t int ) to be singleton response, i.e., that matched 1 ϫ 1 (t), we reconstant. The measured distribution of t int is plotted in peated the selection procedure for raw responses that Figure 2D for the 68 singletons obtained in this experiwere either smaller or larger, e.g., that matched 0.8 1 (t) ment (after exclusion of responses that were poorly fit or 1.2 1 (t). Visually, the variability in the responses seover their rising phase, 68 responses remained from the lected in this way appeared just the same as that seen 85 that would conventionally be classified as singletons; in responses selected to match the unity scaling of the see legend). This histogram shows that the kinetics of mean, and we conclude that the variations do not result the individual singletons display wide variations. The from the selection procedure. Second, to examine integral time, t int , ranged from about 0.5 s to at least 2 s, whether the slower recovery seen in the larger traces with a mean of 1.24 s and a coefficient of variation (ratio might have resulted from a gradual slowing of the cell's of standard deviation to mean) of cv ϭ 0.57. Such a kinetics, we compiled scatter plots of response amplilarge coefficient of variation indicates that the individual tude as a function of the sequence in which the reresponses exhibit considerable differences in shape. sponses were obtained (Whitlock, 1998) . We found no occurred at ≈ 0.3-0.4 s; i.e., at a positive value. As a Collected Results result, the coefficient of variation for was always We found variability of the kind illustrated in Figures 1-3 smaller than that for t life , with a ratio typically of cv() ≈ in each of four control cells held for long enough to 1 ⁄ 2 cv(t life ). For the four cells illustrated, cv() was 0.21, obtain at least 300 "stable" responses; by stable, we 0.18, 0.14, and 0.19 (mean, 0.18), close to the value of mean that over the course of the experiment (typically 0.21 (ϭ 1/4.8) reported by Rieke and Baylor (1998) but 2 hr), the amplitude of the cell's bright flash response about half the mean value of cv(t life ) ϭ 0.37, obtained changed by Ͻ15%, the mean time to peak changed by above. The systematic difference between the coeffi-Ͻ10%, and there were no visible signs of deterioration.
cients of variation for and t life presumably arises from In cells recorded with fewer than about 300 stable rethe assumption implicit in the four-equal-stage formulasponses, there were usually insufficient traces retion that all four time constants vary in unison; quantitamaining after the selection procedure to be certain of tively, that assumption would be expected to reduce the existence of the effect, given the levels of recording (cv) 2 by a factor of roughly 4 (see Discussion), and the noise. Nevertheless, in five of a further six control cells observed reduction was close to this. Hence, we conrecorded with at least 100 stable responses, variability of clude that by fitting the experimental results with a the same qualitative kind clearly appeared to be present, model of four equal stages, the coefficient of variation and in no cell did we obtain the impression that the response shape might be invariant.
is underestimated by a factor of about 2 from the value In Figure 6C , we have plotted the conventional estiwell as variability in the kinetics. Figure 6A plots the distribution we obtained for the gain scaling factor r max A mates of response amplitude (measured at the peak of the ensemble mean response) against the new estifor the cell illustrated in Figures 1-3 and clearly shows the existence of a quantal peak. The smooth curve has mates of gain scaling factor, and we find that there is quite a high correlation (r 2 ϭ 0.86). The visual impression exactly the same form as the curve previously fit to the conventional histograms of amplitude distribution and elicited by the point plot of Figure 6C is to some extent weakened by the clustering of points into failures and was obtained with cv(r max A) ϭ 0.13. As the rod's circulating dark current shows little variability, we assume that singletons. Therefore, in Figure 6D , we have determined the density of the points and presented the results as differences in the scaling factor r max A arise predominantly from variations in the amplification constant of a pseudocolor density plot. The results in these two panels show that the conventional approach and the transduction A, perhaps as a result of variations in the packing density of proteins in the different discs in which new approach each generate a very similar allocation of trials into failures, singletons, and multiple hits. the photoisomerizations occurred in different trials.
To investigate a possible link between the gain scaling factor and the response kinetics, Figure 6B 8 s) . Similarly, the integral closely similar to that of the ensemble mean response squared, 2 (t), at least up until the peak ( Figure 7C) . times, t int ( Figure 7F ), were shifted to larger values, ranging from about 3 to 6 s; the mean t int was 4.44 s, and its Hence, apart from the slower responses and the broader singleton's peak in the histogram, the behavior seen in standard deviation 1.02 s, giving a coefficient of variation of cv(t int ) ϭ 0.23. these conventional tests on cells containing BAPTA is qualitatively similar to that seen in control cells.
We also analyzed the responses of this cell using the model of discrete R* activity to extract the hypothetical Figure 7D Figure 2D ). activity that is induced by the normal drop in Ca 2ϩ concentration during the light response. As we showed in Stochastic Simulations Figure 6B , the average double-hit response and the avGiven that we have been able to apply a model of diserage singleton response are more nearly similar to each crete R* activity to the experimental data and thereby other at late times than would be expected from simple to extract and plot the distribution of hypothetical R* scaling of the entire time course. This type of phenomelifetimes, it is natural to ask whether stochastic simulanon would reduce the variance at late times. In any case, tions would generate responses with properties resemthe results in Figure 9 indicate that a simple stochastic bling those of real responses. In other words, can a model of all-or-nothing R* activity can come quite close model of R* shutoff through a single stochastic step to describing the observed behavior. account for the observed behavior?
Before beginning simulations, we first needed to Discussion specify the probability distribution of R* lifetimes, p(t life ), in our model, and to do this, we employed an arbitrary Variability in Single Photon Response Kinetics curve that provided a reasonable fit to the histogram in Our results show that significant variations occur in the Figure 8 . We then generated a set of stochastic lifetimes time course of single photon responses, both in control that were pseudorandomly distributed in accordance cells and in cells that have had BAPTA incorporated with this probability density function. From these values into the cytoplasm. Singleton responses that have been of t life , we calculated the individual simulated responses selected to match along their early rising phase appear using Equations 2 and 3, and finally, we added simulated to peel away from each other at different times after the noise. Details are given in the Experimental Procedures. flash. The responses reach peak at different times and Figure 9 shows an analysis of the responses simulated therefore attain different peak amplitudes, and they exwith this stochastic scheme, using the same methods hibit considerable differences in the time to final recovery. that we applied to the responses of real cells, and it Figures 2B and 7E) ; second, the integral times were roughly doubled in cells containing BAPTA; and third, ance can be subtracted. In our view, there are difficulties with both of these assumptions. Thus, the absence of the extracted estimates of R* lifetime were also approximately doubled (Figure 8 ). These changes from the norextreme singletons would be expected to lead to a general underestimate of the variance, while the subtraction mal behavior have convinced us that Ca 2ϩ plays a key role in triggering the termination of R* activity in control of a time-varying baseline variance might have reduced the variance artificially at later times (see Rieke and cells.
We suggest that a likely reason for the different interBaylor, 1998, Figure 5 ). Accordingly, we think that the small signal (Ͻ10% of the ensemble variance), extracted pretations of the role of Ca 2ϩ in the two studies is that Rieke and Baylor's (1998) tests were sensitive primarily for the "variance within singletons," is of limited accuracy. to fractional (rather than to absolute) changes in kinetic of RK available for binding increased, R* would appear to exhibit gradually declining activity. Similarly, a local accumulation of GDP (as G* is activated) might gradually Possible Molecular Mechanism The known reactions of transduction are summarized reduce the apparent activity of R*. Taken in combination, it seems entirely plausible to us that modulation of R* in schematic form in Figure 10 . As is well documented, the shutoff of R* is mediated initially by the interaction of lifetime and activity by established mechanisms could reduce the overall variability in single photon kinetics R* with RK, and subsequently, by the binding of arrestin (Wilden et al., 1986 ). In our analysis and modeling, we to the degree actually observed. adopted the extreme assumption that the activity of R* is totally shut off in a single reaction step-yet even this Conclusions In summary, our recordings show that the single photon extreme assumption provided a surprisingly accurate account, both of the individual response kinetics (Figure responses of rod photoreceptors are not stereotypical in shape but that instead, they appear to inactivate over 3) and of the overall variability (Figure 9 ). In reality, we where the range of integration was 0-6 s. it elicited a response, then the next flash was not delivered until the To determine the distribution of integral times for singletons, we first response had recovered, typically after 12 or 15 s. For display first needed to select all those events that we could be reasonably of traces from these experiments (see Figure 7) , the failure traces sure were "singles." To do this, we first specified an amplitude range, have been truncated after the minimum interflash interval in those within the histogram of amplitude distributions, that encompassed cases in which the subsequent flash elicited a response. In calculatmost of the singletons yet avoided possible "small doubles" or "large ing the mean and variance, the failure traces were set to zero after failures" (see bar in Figure 1B) . We selected all of the events within that time.
this range, except those that had been excluded above on the basis of the poor fit of the scaled mean to the rising phase.
Conventional Histogram Analysis and the Mean Single Photon Response Extraction of R* Lifetimes by Analysis of Singletons
We determined the individual lifetimes of discrete R* activity that The amplitude of an individual response was taken as the difference between the average level over two windows: a baseline window provided the best description of each of the raw traces by fitting Equations 2 and 3 to the individual responses. Thus, for each re-(1 s wide, immediately prior to the flash) and a measurement window (0.2-0.4 s wide, centered at the time to peak of the mean dim flash sponse, r i (t), we determined the best-fitting value of t life . We used the function fmin in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to find t life response). The amplitudes were binned, and the Poisson-weighted Gaussian expression, Equation 10 of Baylor et al. (1979) , was then that minimized the residual sum-of-squares difference between r i (t) and r discrete (t). In doing this, we required values for the two recovery fitted. The four parameters of this equation are U, a, 0 , and 1 , where U is the mean number of photoisomerizations per flash, a is time constants, 1 and 2 , representing recovery of G*ϪE* and of cGMP concentration. In control cells, we found that the tail phase the mean single photon response amplitude (at the peak), 0 2 is the variance of the failures' peak, and 1 2 is the additional variance of the individual responses was well-described with two time constants, each close to 1 s. Since the decay of G*ϪE* is not expected in the singletons' peak. The mean singleton response, 1 (t), was obtained from the ensemble mean response as 1 (t) ϭ (t)/U (see to change in the presence of BAPTA, we therefore held one of the
